The Almshouse Field

This is the Almshouse field at the top of
Netherfield Lane.
At the time of writing it is the site of a
proposed housing development. The
developer has planned for an
archaeological assessment of the field
that will be carried out through a
Community Archaeology project that
will open a number of test pits.
The need for an archaeological assessment
is indicated by ‘Areas of Archaeological
Significance’ shown by the yellow line on
the map to the left.
To better show the part of the field within
the area it has been filled in with a block
yellow.

Archeological assessment by developers may be as simple as a desk-top assessment, or a watching brief
during development; others, particularly where underground archaeology is known or strongly
suspected may opt for a physical investigation or dig, which may be done solely by professionals . In this
case the developer has chosen to adopt a Community Archaeological approach. This draws in local
people to participate in the work.
There are many advantages to this approach, for instance participants often develop a stronger sense of
place and the heritage of their environment; others can learn new skills and reinforce old ones.

What might be found?
At first glance the field seems rather
unpromising. From the 1845 tithe map, through
to the early Ordnance Surveys carried out in the
1870s, the field appears much as it does today:
an empty field. The image to the left uses LIDAR
(Light Detection and Ranging) to ‘see’ through
vegetation and highlight any raised features.
Again little is visible.

Though signs of recent activity such as farming, or items dropped when the field was used for football,
or by Land Girls in the Second World War, are likely to be discovered, there is also some optimism that
more might be found and excavation might help answer some interesting questions.
In the 1970s, just 50m or so away on Roydon Road evidence was
found of the earliest people using our landscape. As a swimming
pool was being dug a small campsite and shelter came to light
that dated to the Mesolithic era more than 8000 years ago.
Around the shelter, which was set in the bole of a fallen tree,
were found large amounts of ‘debitage’, the chips of left over flint
from the manufacture of flint tools.
Questions remain about how large the site was and if it was an
area that visited more than once. This possibility has been
reinforced when further debitage was uncovered in a test pit on
the other side of Roydon Road just a year or so ago. Again this site
is within 50m or so of the field.
Within this test pit were also discovered ceramic and stone fragments from the Bronze Age, Iron Age,
Early Medieval and Medieval. These finds raise intriguing questions about the extent of the early
settlement area, which dates from the Iron Age (750bce to 43ce1) and through the Early Medieval
(410ce to 1066ce). Settlements during these periods were usually found on the well-drained terraces
above river valleys. Finds in the Roydon Road and Chapelfields show settlement may have extended on
the high ground from Roydon Road along the ridge to St Andrews and maybe beyond.
Whilst the field is on the fringe of this area, the swimming pool dig also uncovered the burial of a wild
boar, radio-carbon dated to the C8th ce. The animal was too large to be a domestic pig (these were
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Bce = before current era, ce =current era

rather small at the time), and being cut into three, could not be the result of butchery for food.
Archaeologists favoured some kind of ritual deposition.
Because the early settlement area is extensively developed as part of the current village it is unlikely
that we would ever achieve more than a ‘key-hole’ view of any archaeology. The Almshouse Field
therefore represents a chance to look at the periphery of any such settlement.
Finds from the Test Pit on Roydon Road
Late Mesolithic Debitage
Late Mesolithic core from which flake tools could be struch

Fragment of a Bronze Age whetstone
Linen burnishing stone, Neolithic or later

Early Iron Age pottery, 850-650bce

St Neots ware pottery, 850 to 1250ce
Early Medieval ceramic fragment , 8th=11th century ce

